
Ideas for Supporting Year 3 Maths at Home 

• Mentally adding / subtracting 10 (and multiples of 10) from a 3-digit number 

e.g. 243 + 10, 539 – 10.   

Maybe roll a dice to generate a 3-digit number and add 10 or subtract 10.  You could then 

extend to adding and subtracting multiples of 10 e.g. 243 + 30, 539 – 20 

Play a game where you each start with the same 3-digit number and then take turns to roll 

the dice to add a multiple of 10 (e.g. roll a 2, you add 20, roll a 4 you add 40) The winner is 

the first one past 1000.  Or start at a 3-digit number in the 900s and subtract the multiples 

of 10 and the winner is the first person to reach under 100.  

 

• Finding a fraction of an amount ( 1/3, ¼, 1/5 )  

e.g. Find ¼ of 20 by counting out 20 objects and dividing into 4 equal groups to see how many 

in each group.  Could then extend to 2/4, ¾ by putting into quarters first then seeing how 

many in 2 groups, 3 groups …  

If possible, find real life opportunities too such as cutting up a pizza or cake, sharing out 

sweets… 

 

• Practise the grid written method for multiplication of a 2-digit by 1-digit number 

Example:  26 x 5 

 

Try playing as a game where you each roll a 2 -digit number and a single digit and then solve 

using the grid method. The person who makes the biggest answer wins.  

 

• Continue to practise rapid recall and corresponding division facts for x3,x4,x6,x8 and 

using these to work out larger facts e.g. use 3 x 8 = 24 to solve 30 x 8 or 3 x 80 

 

• Consolidate number pairs that make 100 (e.g. 35 + 65, 12 + 88) This could be in the 

context of pence to make a pound. Make number cards and turn them face down. If 

you turn over two numbers that make 100 you win the pair.   

 

 

 

 



• Practise handling and counting with money 

 

e.g. try sorting coins/notes by their values and think about how to solve problems such as: 

‘Rosie has 5 different coins in her purse, what is the greatest / least amount of money she 

could have?’ 

e.g. set up a shop at home, price the items and play together to help develop the 

understanding of coin value. Use paper/pencil or whiteboard/pen to write receipts showing 

how much the customer spent and how much change the received. 

e.g. use real coins and/or the column addition/subtraction methods for calculating different 

worded problems such as: 

a)Dora bought 3 muffins. Each muffin cost 35p, how much did Dora spend? If Tommy buys 

three times as many as Dora, how many did he buy? How much did he spend? 

b) If Jack buys a comic for £3.25p and he pays with a £5 note, how much change will he 

receive? 


